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y dad used to say you can always tell great putters because all their 

putts have that “going in” look. I love that phrase, and it makes 

sense when you watch players who can really putt. They give 

their full effort every time, and they never talk themselves out 

of a putt. Look at it this way, there are only two things that can 

happen — you make it, or you miss it — and I can tell you, the 

best putters only think about one. There’s no reason the average 

golfer can’t become a great putter. It’s the simplest swing you 

make; there are no bunkers, no out-of-bounds, no rough; 

you’re on a perfectly smooth surface; and the target is 

right there. Still, most golfers have a negative attitude, which I never understand. All you have to do is read the break, aim the face 

and start the ball on line. And, most important, decide to be positive. Let’s look at a few things I’ve learned from great putters I’ve 

worked with — and get you dropping more putts.   — with Peter Morrice
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Here’s a drill I’ve watched Phil do over the years to 
hit putts with great speed. He fi nds a hole on the 

practice green and sticks three tees in the ground, at 
30, 40 and 50 feet out. His goal is to roll three putts in 
a row from each tee into an imaginary three-foot cir-
cle around the hole. He starts at 40 feet and putts from 
there until he gets three in a row. Then he goes to 30, 
then 50 — going out of order like this means you can’t just 
get in a groove.

Distance control is the big thing on long putts. If you 
judge the speed right, you’ll almost always have a simple 
second putt. But if you judge it wrong, you might leave 
yourself 10 or 12 feet. On long putts, I like the stroke to be 
a little longer and slower, so you can put some hit on the 
ball. When most golfers try to hit it harder, they get quick 
and jabby, which usually causes a mis-hit. You want the 
putterhead to accelerate through the ball, so think long 
and smooth.

Phil’s drill is a great test. And don’t just practise from 
one angle. If you start with downhill, right-to-left putts, 
next time go uphill, left to right. Any 50-foot space will do 
— even use a water bottle for the hole (above). You’ll quick-
ly see a difference in your distance control.

Sneds is a great putter for the average golfer to 
copy because he gets on with it. Once he knows 

what he wants to do with a putt, he doesn’t waste any 
time. Taking longer only ups your stress level and in-

vites you to start 
doubting what 
you’re doing. 

If you watch 
Brandt, you’ll see 
when he’s reading 
a putt from behind 
the ball, he’s often 
making little air 
strokes with the 
right hand. Then, 
when he steps in, 
he makes three 

or four short practice strokes, always looking at the 
hole. He’s fi ne-tuning his feel. 

His stroke is more of a pop action than what we 
normally see on the PGA Tour. It has a quicker pace 
and very little follow-through. I putt like that, too, be-
cause it helps me hit the ball on the right line. 
That’s what good putting is all about.  

The best lesson here is to keep your focus sim-
ple. As you read your putt, imagine a three- or 
four-inch trough from your ball to the hole. You 
want to roll your ball down that trough, and that 
means getting it started on line. So instead of star-
ing at the ball, track your eyes down your intend-
ed line, especially the fi rst foot or two (above). 
Then give it a good, fi rm rap down that line — just 
like Sneds.

Rickie has become very competent with 
shorter putts. He ranks fourth on Tour 

from a range of four to eight feet, making 
82 per cent. The best thing he does to hole 
these is simple enough for any golfer to 
adopt: He lifts his putterhead off the ground 
right before he putts (below). 

Let’s back up a minute and look at Rick-
ie’s overall approach. I like that he steps into 
these putts with the clear purpose of getting 
the putterface aimed precisely. He’s delib-
erate about that. In fact, he sets the face 
with only his right hand, and completes his 
grip when the face is perfect. Then he takes 
one look at the hole and raises the putter-
head fractionally off the ground before he 
starts back. 

I want you to try this for two reasons: 
First, it’ll help take the tension out of your 
hands and arms, and we all know that ten-
sion is a killer on these short ones. Second, 
it sets up a smooth, even backstroke with 

no risk of the 
club getting 
stuck on the 
grass. Very 
clever lit-
tle move. 
And just like 
these other 
tips, it’ll help 
you putt like 
a pro.
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PUTTING FROM OUTSIDE 30 FEET
PHIL MICKELSON: DEVELOP YOUR FEEL FOR 
DISTANCE ON LONG PUTTS 

HOW TO APPROACH ANY PUTT
BRANDT SNEDEKER: KEEP THE ROUTINE SHORT 
AND ON POINT 

PUTTING FROM INSIDE SIX FEET
RICKIE FOWLER: GIVE YOURSELF A LIFT 
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